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Local Food Systems in Rural Areas

• Rural communities have struggled to contend 
with a rapidly declining economic base, 
population loss and declining quality of life

• Agriculture is a big deal in these places
• Let’s eat local! 

– Economic Development
– Development of Social Capital



Local Foods & Rural 
Development

• Problem!
• Locally produced food more 

available in metro areas than 
in rural areas –at least in 
documented sales

I drive to KC to sell 
because more 

people and more 
money.

Springfield and 
Columbia markets 
have 70+ vendors
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Presentation Notes
Mary – One of Tom Johnson’s employees in the Community Policy Analysis Center was Jill Lucht who had worked with a number of different agriculture groups in MO and WI, and who was interested in rural development issues, who by chance was finishing a graduate class with me focused on agriculture, food and community in summer 2010.  She posed some questions, and we wrote the grant.  Specifically – Can Local Food Systems be a development strategy for rural areas? If so, how can they? What are the specific strategies that rural communities can use, and what are some of the barriers? Why does it seem that locally produced foods are more available in places like Kansas City and Lincoln then they are in Salem, MO or Shickley, NE?  So we set out to really get a handle on the literature on RURAL development and local food systems – at a time when the literature was exploding in this area, e.g. Local Foods Report from USDA actually codified some of our questions and provided some answers. For instance, the average direct to consumer sales number per farm was nearly $11,000 in metro influenced counties and only about $6,000 in non-adjacent to metro rural counties.  Much of the literature in sociology focused on the relationships inherent in local food systems, and also critiqued local – or community or alternative food systems – on the basis of their potential for transformation in the food system to where farmers and laborers receive fair prices, food is produced in ecologically sound ways (Green), food is healthy,  and available and affordable to everyone.  Community Food Security, for instance, has been a concept in practice for 15 years. There has been a great deal attention on food deserts in rural areas as well. However, the question was often – how well does this work in rural areas? What are the special challenges and opportunities that rural areas have in creating local food systems?  From proposal: These realities in rural areas are reflected in Census of Agriculture data, where proximity to urban markets appears essential to increasing farm income through direct sales to consumers. “Direct sales per farm decreased for farms located progressively further from metropolitan counties; averaging $10,987 for farms located in metro counties, $6,767 for farms in rural counties adjacent to metro counties, and $6,090 for farms in remote rural counties” (Martinez et al 2010, p. 18). Proximity to urban areas is often considered an important variable when looking at opportunities for farm income and rural development.  





Project Research Questions: 
Remote Rural Areas

1. What are the motivations of small and medium-sized farms 
to produce for local/regional food systems? 

2. What are the economic and social impacts of local/regional 
food systems for rural communities? 

3. What are the factors that motivate consumer behavior as 
they relate to locally grown foods in different geographic and 
socioeconomic contexts? 

4. How do the values and motivations of farmers producing for 
local/regional food systems link with consumer values and 
motivations?



Study Areas – Rural 
Communities of Interest

Southeast Nebraska includes the counties of Otoe, 
Johnson, Nemaha, Pawnee, and Richardson 

Old Trails Region includes the counties of Ray, Lafayette, 
Carroll, Saline, and Chariton

Northern Ozarks includes the counties of Dent, Phelps, 
Iron, Crawford, Reynolds, Shannon, and Texas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary information gathered from the USDA ERS Atlas of Rural and Small-Town America: http://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/atlas-of-rural-and-small-town-america/go-to-the-atlas.aspxSE NebraskaHigh out migration (1988-2008) in Nemaha, Pawnee, & Richardson, all non-metro counties adjacent to non-metro counties Pawnee & Richardson identified as farm dependent Otoe and Johnson are non-metro adjacent to metro countiesOverall medium to low urban influenceOld TrailsChariton is non-metro adjacent to non-metro; high out migration (1988-2008)Carroll is non-metro adjacent to metro counties; high out migration (1988-2008)Saline identified as micropolitan; manufacturing dependentRay & Lafayette identified as metro countiesOverall high to medium urban influenceN. OzarksOverall low levels of education; persistent poverty (1970-2000) in Texas, Shannon, & Reynolds; no counties in the area are identified as recreation or farm dependentShannon & Crawford identified as manufacturing dependentReynolds & Iron identified as mining dependentPhelps identified as a micropolitan county; Federal/State Government dependentIron & Crawford are non-metro adjacent to metro counties; all other are non-metro adjacent to non-metro countiesOverall medium to low urban influence



Declining Resource Dependent 
• SE NE 44 Responses
• 3,200 farms (3% DTC)

Chronically Poor
• No Ozarks  40 Responses
• 4,400 Farms (5% DTC)

Amenity Driven Growth with 
Resource Base Decline
• Old Trails (38 Responses
• 5,000 Farms (5% DTC)

Amenity Rich (Not included)

Carsey Institute 
Typology

Three Phases to Research

• Producer Survey
• Economic Impact Survey
• Consumer Focus Groups



Producer Survey –
Early 2012

• Identified 312 
producers with 282 
deliverable

• 126 returned, 4 
removed, 45% 
Response Rate, Non-
probability sample

• 31 questions
• Market Channels, 

Motivations, 
Challenges

• $25 for participating –
could return paper 
survey or do on-line

What did we 
expect to find?

• Significant 
Regional 
Differences!

• Age – SE NE and No 
Ozarks older, less 
educated?

• Market Channels 
Used – Old Trails 
closer to a 
metropolitan area 
so likely to use 
different channels?



• Little regional difference on demographics 
– SE NE older (58)* vs 54 Old Trails & 52 N. Ozarks, p<.05
– Third of sample 60 or older, 13% <40
– Gender evenly distributed

• Highly Educated (Not significant regionally)
– 21% High School or Less
– 42% Bachelor’s degree
– 20% some college, 16% Associate’s or Technical Degree

• Furthest Distance Considered Local Market 
(Significant Regional Difference) p<.05
Southeast Nebraska – 36.4 miles

Northern Ozarks – 47.1 miles

Overall Average – 50.1 miles

Old Trails – 66.9 miles

Findings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
40% had bachelors’ degrees, 20% had HS diploma Total (N=122)SE Nebraska (N=44)Old Trails (N=38)NO Ozarks (N=40)Mean Age 5458*5452



Market Channels

40% of respondents sell through 
both direct and non-direct 

market channels

Producers can be split into three groups based on market channel

• Farmers’ Market: Have only sold through direct market channels

• Intermediated: Sell through non-direct markets, but often also sell through direct 
markets

• CSA: Separated out because they are different than Farmers’ Market



Meat
22%

Vegetables

70%

Fruits
41%

Eggs
27%

Other**
18%

Dairy
5%

Value-added*
16%

Little Regional Difference in Products or the benefits of local foods

Appearance* No Ozarks and SE 
NE are 84.2% and 80.5% likely 
to agree or strongly agree with 

this statement, whereas Old 
Trails is only 57.9% likely to 

agree or strongly agree.
Good Prices* Old Trails is more 
likely to be neutral, or disagree 

with this statement than the 
other two regions.



38%

37%

31%

24%

22%

22%

22%

21%

21%

19%

19%

17%

16%

62%

63%

69%

76%

78%

78%

78%

79%

79%

81%

81%

83%

84%

Concerned about liability

Cannot provide enough volume

Profit margins are too low

Other

Transportation to market too expensive

Do not have contact with local buyers*

Too many regulations

Cannot provide low enough prices

Do not have buyer required insurance

No processing facilities available

No infrastructure to deliver my product

Local sales are too time consuming

Cannot meet certification requirements*

What challenges do you have.... 
Yes NO



Motivations for Producing for the Local Foods Market 
(4 of 17 reported)

The local foods market… Regional Differences 
Helps me feel integrated 
into my community. *

Both SE Nebraska and N. Ozarks were more likely to agree 
with this statement, while Old Trails producers were neutral. 

Allows me to support and 
work with other local 
businesses. ** (Weak
finding)

Old Trails was more likely to disagree or be neutral with 
this statement, while N. Ozarks was more likely to agree, 
and SE Nebraska was neutral to agree. 

Provides an additional 
level of pride in my 
product. * 

Except for one person, every producer in the N. Ozarks 
agreed with this statement. 

Is more work than my 
other farming enterprises. 
** (Weak finding)

The N. Ozarks were more likely to disagree with this 
statement. 

*p <.05  **p <.10 



Logistic Regression Model with Market Outlet
Variable Intermediated 

Markets (Exp B)
Farmers’ Markets 
(Exp B)

CSA
(Exp B)

Challenges
No processing facilities available **10.878 .220 *.055
Liability Concerns **4.808 .227 *.104
Do not have buyer required insurance *.134 *18.786 1.780

Profit Margins Too Low ***.072 5.673 *8.269

Motivations
Provides additional income for farm 2.026 *.245 .514

Provides work/income for my family **.450 **4.202 2.050

Distance Considered Local **2.613 ***.028 3.22e10

Constant .001 4607804.38 .000
Cox & Snell R2 .372 .548 .400
Nagelkerke R 2 .498 .765 .632
We included age, education and number of acres in this model without any result. We included 
other challenges that were not significant (“transportation to market”, “buyers could not process 
product”, “Local sales are too time consuming”), and other motivations that were not significant 
(“provides an additional level of pride in my product”).  

*p.<.05, **p.<.01,**p.<.001



Motivations for Producing for the Local Foods Market 
(4 of 17 reported)

The local foods market… Regional Differences 
Helps me feel integrated 
into my community. *

Both SE Nebraska and N. Ozarks were more likely to agree 
with this statement, while Old Trails producers were neutral. 

Allows me to support and 
work with other local 
businesses. **

Old Trails was more likely to disagree or be neutral with 
this statement, while N. Ozarks was more likely to agree, 
and SE Nebraska was neutral to agree. 

Provides an additional 
level of pride in my 
product. * 

Except for one person, every producer in the N. Ozarks 
agreed with this statement. 

Is more work than my 
other farming enterprises. 
**

The N. Ozarks were more likely to disagree with this 
statement. 

*p <.05  **p <.10 



Allows me to 
support and 
work with 

local 
businesses 

(18q)

Intermediated 
Market 
Channel

How far is 
local?

Region 6

Helps me feel 
integrated into 
my community 

(18p)

0.156

0.135

-0.230

1.229

Bayesian SEM using MCMC
-Arrows represent directional influence
-Numeric parameters may be interpreted 

as standardized regression parameters

Note: No CI contained zero at 80% 



What does it all mean?

• No convincing evidence of regional 
differences that help us describe who these 
producers are, what challenges they have, 
and how they really look at the local foods 
market. Heterogeneous group

Regional Difference:

• But region does play a role in shaping what 
market channels these farmers choose –
there is a hint at embeddednessEmbeddedness? 

• Experiences in market channels shape the 
challenges farmers identify 

Market Channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were unable to find convincing evidence of regional differences among the respondents, either demographically (age and education), in terms of motivations and challenges, or in terms of the products produced and the market channels used.  The respondents in SE Nebraska tend to be statistically older, and to consider a smaller distance as a local market, and along with N. Ozarks, tend to find the local foods market as way to feel integrated into the community and to work with other local businesses



Embeddedness and Rural Development 
through Local Food Systems

Embeddedness
• Social Capital
• Link Economic Development 

to Place

Local Food Systems
• Scaling Up
• Dis-economies of scale and 

low profit margins

Consumer Research
• Informal participation in the 

local food system widespread

Different Proposition of 
Rural Development with 

Local Food Systems in 
Midwest (west & south) 

[Also South?]?



Research Tools • Input-Output Survey to determine 
Economic Impacts - 2013

• 95 producers from the 126 completed 
surveys received in 2012
– Viable farming operations and 

participated in local foods marketing
• $100 for participating.   
• 32 usable responses for a response rate 

of 33.7 percent, evenly distributed 
among regions.  

• Using IMPLAN, we estimated their local 
economic impacts compared with 
conventional food sales. 

1) Producer Survey –
completed 2012

2) Focus Groups Completed 
between 2012-2014



Economic impact of 
local foods production 
versus traditional 
agricultural production?  

Examined net benefits as we 
explored both forward and 
backward linkages

• How much and where revenues were 
generated

• Expenses and where they bought their inputs.

Traced the flow of money from 
each dollar of consumer 

purchases of food through 
‘conventional’ supply chain, 
with the flows generated by 

purchases of local foods.

Measured economic impacts using 
three metrics: 

1) regional sales
2) number of jobs created
3) the contribution to gross 
domestic product



$249,211
$193,694

$248,740
$183,978

$248,749 $273,991

$327,845

$122,979

$371,922

$135,311

$227,868 $123,712

Old Trails: Local Old Trails:
Conventional

North Ozarks:
Local

North Ozarks:
Conventional

Southeast
Nebraska: Local

Southeast
Nebraska:

Conventional

Impact on Regional Sales: 
Output for Local & Conventional Food Sales

Direct Induced



82.9

5.8

82.8

5.8

83.0

6.5

6.0

2.0

6.6

2.0

4.4

2.1

Old Trails: Local Old Trails:
Conventional

North Ozarks:
Local

North Ozarks:
Conventional

Southeast
Nebraska: Local

Southeast
Nebraska:

Conventional

Employment (in jobs) for Local and Conventional Food Sales

Direct Induced



$1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000

$766,409
$549,324

$752,723
$518,868 $531,559 $678,599

Old Trails: Local Old Trails:
Conventional

North Ozarks:
Local

North Ozarks:
Conventional

Southeast
Nebraska: Local

Southeast
Nebraska:

Conventional

Contribution to GDP: 
Value-Added for Local and Conventional Food Sales 

Direct Induced



In general, local food systems generated more sales, 
employment and GDP than conventional food sales 

• Larger impacts of LFL not surprising  -- much conventionally 
produced food consumed here is produced elsewhere. 

• Economies of size at the farm level and specialization at the 
regional level = most types of food products are produced in a 
relatively few places. 

Total contribution to local GDP by local food systems 
was greater than the contribution of conventional 
food systems. 
• Local food producers retained a relatively small share of GDP, but 

the larger community enjoyed more value added because of the 
direct and indirect employment and the indirect sales generated by 
local food systems. 



Magnitude of economic benefits from local food 
systems depends on the region. 
• Farms in the region must be able to produce the quantities 

and quality of food that local consumers demand
• Communities must generate sufficient demand to induce 

farmers to produce for the local market. 

Is the rural economy overall expanded by local 
foods? 
• Many of the displacement effects of local foods occur in other 

regions, other states, and even other countries. 
• Growing size of the local food movement means communities 

are better off to encourage the development of local foods 
capacity, even in remote rural communities such as the ones 
we studied.



Rural Development is about 
expanding all capitals

It’s a small pie – so LFS maybe not the be all and end all

BUT LFS builds economic ties and have economic impacts 
WHILE bring social benefits to the community.

LFS can help to generate more economic activity while also 
encouraging social interaction and helping to build wealth.

Local food producers are better off and contribute more to 
their communities when the local economy is doing well 
economically—more local income supports a larger local 
food systems which, in turn, benefits the community.



Research Tools • 17 Focus Groups with 
urban and rural shoppers 
between 2012-2014

• Primarily women 
participants although we 
had 1 or 2 men attend a 
majority of groups

• Recruited at farmers’ 
markets (local) or through 
Extension networks, non-
profits, radio ads, 
newspaper ads

• Received $25 for 
participation

1) Producer Survey –
completed 2012

2) Input-Output Survey  and 
analysis completed 2014



Types of Consumer
Spatial Context Local 

(Proposed)
Local

(Completed)
Conventional

(Proposed)
Conventional
(Completed)

Remote Rural

Old Trails, Northern 
Ozarks and South East 
Nebraska – Total of 3 
proposed (1 per 
region) 

4 completed 
because one 
group recruited as 
“conventional” 
shoppers were 
mostly “local” 
shoppers

Old Trails, 
Northern Ozarks 
and South East 
Nebraska – Total 
of 6 proposed (2 
per region)

4 completed MO 
(3) and NE (1) in 
Nebraska. 

Micropolitan FM- 1 1 completed Grocery Store – 1 One completed

Metro 

High-Income  FM – 2 
proposed

2 completed but 
one with limited 
participation 

High-income  
Grocery Store – 2 
proposed

2 completed

Low-income  FM-2 
proposed

2 completed Low-income  
Grocery Store – 2 
proposed

1 completed and 
1 eliminated

Totals 8 planned 9 completed 11 planned 8 completed



LOCAL FOOD DEFINED



The definition of local food: Geography

Proximity

• Distance (16 of 17)
• Rural – within the county, 

adjacent to them
• Urban shoppers – 100 miles or so, 

but less likely to use this definition
• Conventional slightly more likely 

to talk regional

I think its stuff that’s raised like within a county or two 
of where you live.” (OT Grocery M) 

“Homegrown in the vicinity, in your area, where you 
live.” (SE NE Local) 



The definition of local food: Product

Actual 
food 
itself

• Usually fruits & vegetables 
(15 of 17)

• Melons, peaches, berries, 
apples, tomatoes and 
sweet corn - both 
conventional and local 
shoppers considered 
better tasting when locally 
produced

• Some local shoppers said 
they discovered new foods



The definition of local food: Method

Production 
Harvest 

and 
Quality

• Fresh
• Some association between local 

and organic (3 local groups, 1 
conventional)

• Sustainable practices (heirloom, 
reduced fossil fuels

• Quality

“[T]hey’ll pick things green, not ripe yet, and most of the stuff you get in your 
grocery stores that’s what that is.  It doesn’t matter [where it came from].  When 
they picked them and boxed them….and they haven’t harvested them for eight 
months….they put them in different temperatures, dark, and so when you get them 
they’re not as flavorful as if you just walk off and picked one now….” (NO Grocery 
group)

“Local grower, that they go harvest it from his garden or his field.” 
(OT Grocery C). 
“Usually the farmer is really into what they are doing.  It's their passion.” 
“They take pride in what they do.” (High-income urban local B) 



The definition of local food: Support

Community 
and 

Economic 
Support:

• Significant interaction, support for 
the community, support for friends 
and family

• Keeping the dollar in the community. 
• Reported in 6 of 9 local shopper 

groups and 3 of 8 conventional

When I was a kid we used to go the neighbors and pick 
the cane and make molasses and, and we’d go to the 
other neighbors, pick apples, make apple cider and stuff 
and it was a big community effort.  Everybody was in on 
it.” (NO Grocery S) 



Local food is not….corporate
Local Shoppers

• “They are supporting the family, not a 
corporation... “ (High Income Urban 
Local KC) 

• “Also not grown on a corporate scale.  
Because there are things produced 
corporately here, that are technically 
grown locally, but they methods would 
exclude it from being.” (NO Local H) 

• “…when you buy from a large 
corporation, even if its located here, 
the money is going to a corporate 
headquarters in some other state.  It’s 
not staying here.” (NO Local H)

• “When I think local, I think non-
corporate.” (Low Income Urban Local 
KC) 

Conventional Shoppers
• “…like I think it’s kind of the same thing, 

like we want to support local but not big 
corporations.  We want it to be the little 
guys.  …cause to us local is small and the 
underdog … (HI Urban Conventional O)

• “….but there’s, there’s a difference on if 
you had a cheese factory in [town] and 
it was Kraft owned or whatever and 
they’re making cheese there, okay, it’s 
made here locally but I wouldn’t look at 
that as much as I would somebody that 
has 25 Jersey cows out in the country 
with their own little place making 
cheese and selling ….” (NO Grocery S)

• Like Con-Agra, for example...  Maybe I 
choose to support that company but 
…that doesn’t fall in most people’s 
traditional sense of what would be 
produced locally. (OT Grocery M)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the meat at the grocery store comments came both from rural conventional shoppers who really disdain Walmart, but feel like they have to shop there, and from low-income urban consumers. Note also that the type of production practice is associated with local…. This could either mean that local farming is always good (i.e. spraying apples in Lexington MO is fine, just not spraying Washington state apples) or that certain types of farming in locality is not so good (i.e. Tyson producing chickens close to them).  This needs to be looked at more carefully in further analysis of the transcriptions.



BENEFITS OF LOCAL FOOD



Local food is good! 
The benefits of local food…

• Fresh, picked at the peak of its production
• Next best thing to producing it yourself
• More sustainable – has less pesticides or chemicals than 

commercial foods

Local food is…

• A sense of community
• More information (transparency)

Local provides…

• Money directly into the hands of your neighbor

Local food puts….



Local (9) Conventional (8) Rural (10)* Urban (7)

Health & Safety 9 7 8 7

Superior Quality 9 6 8 6

Support of Local Farmers, 
Community, Economy

9 8 9 7

Personal Satisfaction, 
peace of mind or enjoyed 
experience

8 5 7 6

Reduced Environmental 
Impact

8 1 4 5

Sense of Community or 
Personal Relationships

8 7 8 6

Trust of local farmers 8 7 8 6
Affordability or easier to 
budget

6 4 5 4

*Includes micropolitan groups
Greater Variety, Helping out the next generation and Tradition all showed up in at least two groups but no more than 
three so they are not represented here.



Conventional Shoppers
“Because …whatever they’re doing with the food now is causing sickness cause 
there’s so much cancer and all kinds of things now that you never had back in the day 
when people were growing their own things and eating that way.  You didn’t have all 
that, diabetes, all this stuff.” (Low-income Urban Grocery K) 

“You know it’s gonna be pretty fresh if it’s locally just brought in versus trucked here.  
How many days has it been on the road?” (SE NE Grocery F) 

“I think about it’s helping, besides the quality of the food, helping the economy plus 
I’m pretty sentimental, I just kind of like the idea of it all.” (OT Grocery M)

“It gives you a good feeling inside.” (OT Grocery C)

“And for me, that’s one of the reasons why I want to buy local is so I can know, get to 
know your farmer.” (High Income Urban Grocery K



Local Shoppers
“It all goes back to knowing for the most part that stuffs probably not loaded with 
chemicals, hormones, or sprayed with tons of pesticides.  It’s more natural than what 
you would get in the grocery store and that’s going to be better for you in so many 
ways …” (NO Local H)

“Difference in the way I feel in the summer vs the winter when I can't get this kind of 
just-picked food. It's amazing the difference.” (High income urban local K)

“I was going to say, you're supporting the local economy, you are speaking directly to 
the farmer, which is just kind of cool.” (NO Local S)

“Even like when my grandmother was still alive and I was home with children... it was 
an outing for us.  Pick up the grandmother, we'd have her grandchildren with us and 
we'd make a day of it and we'd go to the orchard.” (OT Local H) 

“You got to combat hunger, but you also got to look at the ozone and all that... when 
you start running a diesel... I've been a diesel driver for a while and when you start 
running across states, it costs a lot of money and it raises the price up…” (Low-Income 
Urban Local K)



?

Everybody loves local, but not everyone 
eats local….

What time are you open? Where? 
What day? What will you have?

Do they slaughter the beef for you? 
How do you get it?

Time
Convenience
Knowledge
Networks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In rural communities almost everyone eats some locally produced food.  Rural shoppers mentioned buying quarters and sides of beef and pork from local farmers, buying eggs from a woman at work, picking up some seasonal produce at a produce stand on the square (at least one rural group really distinguished between the folks who were operating these stands).  Rural shoppers who already are shopping at farmers’ markets shared a great deal of information about where they buy their local food – i.e. “Did you know about so and so on Hwy XX who has a produce stand? Oh no I didn’t when are they open?” Focus groups of rural local foods shoppers descended into an exchange of information about their sources of products.  However, newcomers to a community don’t have as much access to the networks that supply this local food.  One focus group in particular sticks out: it was to be a rural conventional shoppers group, recruited through the local extension office.  Of the 14 people there, 11 regularly sourced local foods but NOT at farmers’ markets.  Rather through the networks above.  2 of the other 3 were newcomers to the community who had shopped for locally produced foods at farmers’ markets in other locales but weren’t able to find that food in the rural area.  



Networks & Knowledge
“But a lot of time, for local meat, it’s who you know that's raising the 
cattle or raising the hog, you've got to have connections to get your local 
meat if you are going to fill your freezer.” (SE NE Local N) 

“We have a farmer that we just split a pig with my kids, put a half a pig 
in the freezer, half a beef in the freezer.” (NO Grocery S)

“We have a break room where people have coffee, whatever, and I 
always go out there because somebody will have a box or bag of extra 
tomatoes or cucumbers... I'm always hauling something home from 
those bags.” (Micropolitan Local)

“Right [somebody brings it to me]. ‘Cause she always calls and says “Do 
you need tomatoes, do you need cucumbers, do you need onions, do 
you need radishes” or whatever, and then she brings it in.” (OT Grocery 
C)



Conclusions
• Consistent Ideas about Local 

Foods across locales 
• “Goodness of Local”
• “Badness of other”

• Consistent across income 
groups, across 
local/conventional and 
rural/urban areas.

• Match beliefs about local 
foods held by farmers we 
surveyed

• Beliefs don’t trump barriers 
all the time



Musings:

• Will ideas of local food enhance opportunities for 
local food system development in rural areas?

• Access to Local Foods Depends on Networks
– Could be a strength in relationships in terms of 

development of social capital 
• Rural: Local foods move through informal 

economy
– Not well-documented so doesn’t show up in 

traditional measures
– Formalization of markets will have different 

development propositions 



For more information:

Producer Survey & Analysis
Mary Hendrickson 

(hendricksonm@missouri.edu)
Jess Scott

(scottjr@missouri.edu) 

Input/Output Survey & 
Economic Impact Analysis

Tom Johnson
(johnsontg@missouri.edu)

Focus Groups with Local Foods 
Shoppers & Conventional Shoppers

Mary Hendrickson or
Randy Cantrell

(rcantrell1@unl.edu)

www.localfoodlinkages.wordpress.com
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